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Play and collect points on GameArt’s slots and win a share of €10,000!

1 € BET = 1 POINT

+ extra achievements awarding extra points

PRIZE POOL
€10,000

WHEN
From 9th to 16th of June 2021 (included)

HOW
The promotion consists of 4 stages.

Each stage lasts two days and each involves two games.

TYPE
Wagering competition

GameArt Global Promotion

Diego Mania



Stage 1: Two-day tournament: qualifying games Mega Bunny HyperwaysTM + Maradona HyperwaysTM

9th June at 10:00 GMT - 10th June 2021 at 23:59 GMT
€1,000 will be distributed among 20 players:

4 stages
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GameArt Global Promotion

POSITION

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th - 12th

13th - 20th

PRIZE

€400
€200
€100
€50
€30
€20
€10

Stage 2: Two-day tournament: qualifying games Dolphin’s Dream + Maradona HyperwaysTM

11th June at 10:00 GMT - 12th June 2021 at 23:59 GMT
€1,500 will be distributed among 30 players:

POSITION

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th - 10th

11th - 30th

PRIZE

€600
€300
€150
€100
€50
€20
€10

Stage 3: Two-day tournament: qualifying games Nefertiti’s Nile + Maradona HyperwaysTM

13th June at 10:00 GMT - 14th June 2021 at 23:59 GMT
€2,500 will be distributed among 50 players:

POSITION

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th - 11th

12th - 29th

30th - 50th

PRIZE

€800
€500
€300
€100
€50
€30
€20
€10
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4 stages

Stage 4: Two-day tournament: qualifying games Diego el Pibe de Oro + Maradona HyperwaysTM

15th June at 10:00 GMT - 16th June 2021 at 23:59 GMT
€5,000 will be distributed among 100 players:

POSITION

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th - 19th

20th - 44th

45th - 100th

PRIZE

€1,960
€900
€500
€100
€60
€30
€20
€10

Terms and conditions > "Diego Mania" 

The Promotion “Diego Mania” is a global promotion open to all operators.
The Promotion will begin at 10:00 GMT and end at 23:59 GMT stage by stage.
The Operator agrees to:

Be bound by these Terms & Conditions;
Confirm participation by opting in via the subscription form in the GameArt Client Area, or send an 
email to am@gameart.net until Wednesday, the 7th of June 2021;
Place a promotional banner on their casino websites on both desktop and mobile for the duration 
of the promotion;
The qualifying games must be displayed in the top row of the casino lobby for the duration of the 
promotion;
Send a notification email to their players to enhance participation;
Submit all custom-made marketing materials related to this promotion to am@gameart.net or 
send them via Skype to their dedicated AM for prior approval;

A player can participate in the promotion during the promotional period, as follows:
Play the qualifying game and follow their score in the in-game live leaderboard.
For every 1 € real money wager placed on the qualifying game, the player gains 1 point.
Bet value: 0.40 € or higher 
Extra achievements and extra points TBA
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The day after each tournament, the dedicated account managers will inform the Operators about the 
winning players.
The leaderboard will be live and displayed in the game itself.
The prize pool for the campaign is set up in EUR and might be subject to currency conversion fluctuations.
It is the responsibility of the Platform provider to ensure all operators opt into the promotion and that all 
cash prizes are accredited accordingly. The proof of accreditations must be sent to the dedicated AM.
Operators are responsible for contacting any winning players from their casino by no longer than the day 
after each tournament.
GameArt will deduct the winning cash amounts from clients’ invoices in the month following the 
promotion.
The Company reserves the right to modify, cancel or terminate the promotion at any time.


